On today's call were

**Barry Billing**, Senior Business Analyst, Ontario College Application Services, & Member of AACRAO SPEEDE Committee

**Tuan Anh Do**, Assistant Director, Systems Support Group, Undergraduate Admissions, San Francisco State University (CA), Chair of AACRAO SPEEDE Committee, and Co-Chair of ERUG

**Bob Hewett**, Principal Software Engineer, Data Solutions, Pearson, and Co-Chair of ERUG

**Michael Morris**, Director of Quality Programs, ACT, Inc., and Chair of PESC Technical Advisory Board

**Tom Stewart**, Miami Dade College (FL) - Retired, & Member of AACRAO SPEEDE Committee

Tuan started the call at 7 minutes after the hour.

**Multiple Grades for a Course in the High School and College Transcript Schemas:**
Tuan modified and improved his sketch of a proposed solution from last week's call to solve this issue. We discussed it on this call and generally approved Tuan's updated approach.

Tom's interpretation of the latest proposal is as follows:

Add a new optional, complex data element “CourseSupplementalAcademicGrade” of type “CourseSupplementalAcademicGradeType” immediately below “Student.AcademicRecord.Course.CourseAcademicGrade”.

Add a new optional, repeatable complex data element called “CourseSupplementalGrade” as child to “CourseSupplementalAcademicGrade”. This structure should facilitate processing the instance document upon receipt.
"CourseSupplementalAcademicGrade" will have six optional, non-repeatable, simple child data elements:

"SupplementalGradeCode" with enumerated values:

- BiCourseGrade
- TriCourseGrade
- ExamGrade
- InstructorAssignedGrade
- BlendedFinalGrade

"SupplementalGradeSubSessionCode" with enumerated values:

- First
- Second
- Third
- Fourth
- Fifth
- Sixth
- Seventh
- Eighth
- Ninth
- Tenth

"CourseAcademicSupplementalGradeScaleCode" of type "CourseAcademicGradeScaleCodeType"

"CourseAcademicSupplementalGradeStatusCode" of type "CourseAcademicGradeStatusCodeType"

"CourseAcademicSupplementalGrade" of type "CourseAcademicGradeType"

"NoteMessage" of "NoteMessageType".

The new modification to the Implementation Guides for the next version of the schemas will recommend that the new optional non-repeating data element "CourseSupplementalAcademicGrade" will only be used for supplemental grades, and the final or blended grade for the entire course will always be indicated in the data element "CourseAcademicGrade" and either "CourseAcademicGradeScaleCode" or "CourseAcademicGradeStatusCode" as child to "Course".

Tuan will present this for discussion and modification on the next call.

Transcript Request and Response Schemas: A request was made to update to version 1.1 of these two schemas so they would inherit changes made to CoreMain. We approved this request on today’s call.
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Crosswalk PESC XML Response to Request for Student Transcript to EDI TS147: The AACRAO SPEEDE Committee submitted its recommendation for the crosswalk and Bob agreed to review it before ERUG approves it.

This will be an agenda item on the next ERUG call.

Today’s call ended at 51 minutes after the hour.

Next Conference Call is Tuesday, February 22, 2011 at noon Eastern (11 am Central, 10 am Mountain, and 9 am Pacific) Standard Time. Call 866.352.3799; Meeting Number *7696363*.

Next face to face meeting of ERUG: PESC Spring Data Summit April 26-27, 2011 in Boston at the Westin Copley Square Hotel. ERUG is scheduled for two sessions on Tuesday afternoon. For additional details, see PESC web site at http://www.pesc.org/interior.php?page_id=211.